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Remember Japan
Wednesday 28 March, 4.38pm. A
megathrust earthquake hit Japan a little
over a...

Help paint Fontanelle
Monday 12 March, 1.30pm. What’s a
gallery without white walls, right?
Fontanelle, a...

Smith Journal volume 02 out...
Monday 12 March, 12.02pm. It doesn’t
seem very long since the first issue...

ALL

"internet tops and
bottoms"
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littlest VINTAGE

by JACQUIE LEE

littlest VINTAGE

WHAT

FACEBOOK

91 Glen Osmond Rd,
Eastwood

WHERE

Tues–Wed 11am-5pm,
Thurs 11am-7pm , Fri–Sun
11am-5pm

WHEN

Homewares from $5.
Clothes from $15

HOW MUCH

Like TweetTweet 1

published on 18th April, 2012

littlest VINTAGE may have swapped their Prospect Road
digs for a Glen Osmond shopfront better suited to their
moniker, but little else has changed. Matt, Lauren and
Mecia are still spending their days sourcing and
refurnishing goods from yesteryear, under the watchful
gaze of Ms. Wong and the unnamed yellow elephant
(the only two items not-for-sale in the entire store).

The trio’s interior decoration skills have adapted to this
new location, with arrangements of old and new wares
so good-looking you almost don’t want to purchase
something and ruin them (I said almost). Felt hair slides
from local artist Vivienne Milk perch alongside a vintage
Lemair Deluxe typewriter, while across the room
Peachpatrol’s adorable greeting cards nestle either side
of vintage dolls with hair more voluminous than I could
ever dream of. The carefully curated array of men’s and
women’s vintage clothes, shoes and accessories is as
good as ever, and if you’re in the market for cowboy
boots I challenge you to find a better selection.

Entering the new littlest VINTAGE feels like stepping into
the best retro museum ever; one where all of the
objects on display are not only lovely to look at, but can
be yours for a startlingly reasonable amount of dollars
and cents – another thing that hasn’t changed.
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Related Content

GOODS
Jen Booth’s Tiny Leather Lockets ...
A potato gem. One peanut M&M. Half a grape. A
swatch of vegan jerky. Oh hi, you interrupted me in the
middle of writing my list of Things...

by ANGELA BENNETTS

GOODS
Flying Coffin
Being polite and approachable is exhausting. Some days
are made for earphones, loud metal and pretending to
walk in music-video slow motion....

by CAITLIN MOORE

GOODS
ffiXXed No.6, ‘Customised Interdependencies’ ...
‘Customised Interdependencies’ is the sixth chapter of
clothing and products from travelling Australian design
project ffiXXed. ...

by RACHEL ELLIOT-JONES

E-NEWSLETTER

Subscribe to our free e-
newsletter for weekly
updates and exclusive stuff

CLICK HERE
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BACK FROM THE DEAD! Pigeon Island, for all
your favourite wholesome daytime pursuits.
Now open 7.30am-4pm Mon-Fri!
http://t.co/qxSRzSdc

about a day ago

FO LLO W 

Royal Baths
Tuesday 10th April

GOODS
Nico Underwear
Nico Underwear has positioned itself smack-bang
between the Big W cottontail multipack and the lacy
sex-expecters. The underwear is still sexy,...

by CAITLIN MOORE

GOODS
Limedrop AW12, ‘The Adventure’ ...
Limedrop sure have gone a little vagabond with their
AW12 collection ‘The Adventure’ (though, yes, they
have always been somewhat...

by SARAH WERKMEISTER

GOODS
Not Tuesday necklaces
Key pendant? Virgin. Choker? Merril Bainbridge.
Atlantean necklace? Possessed by the spirit of Nur-Ab-
Sal. Too many of today’s accessories...

by LISA CORSO
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